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Objectives
• to re-inforce the concepts discussed by working
through the steps involved in an import risk analysis
– break-out into groups
– each group to appoint a scribe and spokesperson and report
back on progress
– group discussion
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A flow chart for a risk analysis
Project initiation
e.g. a market access request from a
potential importer or trading partner

Scope the risk analysis.
Develop a communication strategy.

Identify hazards likely to be associated with the commodity
under consideration.

Conduct a risk assessment where OIE measures do not exist:
• Draw a scenario tree to map out the risk pathways.
• What is the likelihood of the commodity introducing the
hazard into your country?
• What is the likelihood of susceptible animals or humans
being exposed?
• What is the likelihood of significant consequences arising?
• Estimate the overall risk. Is it greater than negligible?

Examine sanitary options to effectively manage the risks
posed by each hazard.

Undertake a peer review to ensure that the risk analysis and
the chosen sanitary measures are appropriate to the
circumstances and consistent with international obligations.

Consult stakeholders and notify the WTO if appropriate.

OIE Handbook on Import Risk Analysis for
Animals and Animal Products. Volume 1.
Introduction and Qualitative Analysis,
2010

Approve and implement the sanitary measures.

Communication with stakeholders

Are OIE measures available for each hazard?

Exercise
• You have received a request to import …
• What questions do you need to ask when scoping the risk
analysis?
– Define the purpose of the risk analysis?

• Draw up a list of potential hazards
– Outline how you will develop a list
– Where can you obtain information
– What criteria do you need to consider?

• Choose 3 hazards and discuss the rationale for including them
on the list.
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Exercise continued …
• Select one of your potential hazards
– Map out a risk pathway tree for the entry
and exposure assessments.
– What factors do you need to consider?
•

Entry assessment

•

Exposure assessment

•

Give some examples
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Exercise continued …
•

What are some of the potential consequences
associated with your chosen hazard?
–
–

•

What factors do you need to consider?
Give some examples.

Identify a couple of potential “outbreak” scenarios.
–

Estimate the likely magnitude of the consequences for
each one at various levels, for example
•

Farm

•

District

•
•

Region
National
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Exercise
• Evaluate
– the likelihood of the entry, exposure, establishment
or spread of the hazard
– an estimate of the likely magnitude and likelihood
of biological, environmental and economic
consequences for your chosen hazard

• Can sanitary measures be justified?
• What options are available to manage the risk?
– How are these related to the risk assessment?
– What factors do you need to consider when developing
sanitary measures
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To help with identifying risk pathways
leading to…
– a commodity harbouring the hazard when
imported
– susceptible animals and/or humans being exposed
– potential “outbreak” scenarios

• it can be helpful to draw a scenario tree
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A scenario tree provides a useful conceptual
framework to …
•

identify and convey the range and types of pathways considered in a
simple, transparent and meaningful fashion

•

identify information requirements

•

clarify ideas and understanding of the problem

•

ensure a logical chain of events in space and time

•

assist with identifying sanitary measures

•

underpin the framework for a quantitative model and ensure the correct
probability estimate is calculated

•

assist with communicating the structure and results of a risk analysis

A scenario tree is also known as a probability or event tree
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A scenario tree starts with an initiating event …
•

then define an end point (outcome of interest)

•

next, identify steps in the middle

•

finally, assign likelihood (probability)
statements to each step
Step 2
Event is likely

Step 1

Event is likely

Initiating event

End point (outcome of interest)
occurs

Event is likely

Event is NOT likely

End point (outcome of interest) does
NOT occur

Event is NOT likely

End point (outcome of interest) does
NOT occur

Event is NOT likely

End point (outcome of interest) does
NOT occur

Entry assessment
Chilled or frozen meat harbours
virus when imported
Virus survives storage & transport
Chilled or frozen
meat imported

Virus in meat at slaughter
Slaughtered
while
viraemic
Infected prior to
slaughter
Animal sent
to slaughter

Virus does NOT survive storage &
transport

Chilled or frozen meat does NOT
harbour virus when imported

Virus NOT in meat at slaughter

Chilled or frozen meat does NOT
harbour virus when imported

NOT infected prior to
slaughter
Chilled or frozen meat does NOT
harbour virus when imported

Scraps
discarded

Chilled or
frozen meat
harbours virus
when imported

Scraps
No disease
outbreak

Scraps
generated prior
to processing
NO scraps
Processed

Virus inactivated

Processing
inactivates virus

Meat processed
before sale
Virus NOT inactivated

NOT processed

Scraps
discarded

Scraps
Scraps generated
prior to cooking
in house or
restaurant

No disease
outbreak
NO scraps

Virus inactivated
Meat cooked
Virus NOT inactivated

Exposure assessment
(a. scraps discarded)

Scraps
discarded
Scraps generated

Scraps generated
after cooking
Scraps NOT generated

No disease
outbreak

No disease
outbreak

Exposure assessment
(b. swill feeding)

Virus inactivated
Cooking inactivates
the virus

Disease
outbreak

Virus NOT
inactivated

Swill cooked

≥ 1 one pig infected
Swill fed

Swill collected and
prepared as pig feed
Scraps discarded as swill

NO pigs infected
No disease
outbreak

Swill NOT cooked
Disease
outbreak

Scraps
discarded
≥ 1 one pig infected
Scraps NOT discarded as swill
Swill fed
NO pigs infected

No disease
outbreak
Other exposure scenarios
(landfill, rendering, etc)

A scenario tree for dairy products outlining some pathways leading to
contamination of an imported commodity (entry assessment)
Commodity NOT contaminated with the hazard
Hazard inactivated
M ilk collected, mixed
with milk from other
farms and processed
Hazard NO T inactivated

Milk contaminated

Com m odity contaminated with the hazard
Cows milked
Commodity NOT contaminated with the hazard
Milk NOT contaminated

Hazard inactivated
Milk processed

Herd infected

Hazard NOT inactivate d

Milk contaminated

Com m odity contaminated with the hazard

M ilk collected, mixed
with milk from other
farms

Hazard of
interest

Milk NOT contaminated
Commodity NOT contaminated with the hazard
Herd NOT infected

Commodity NOT contaminated with the hazard
Hazard inactivated
M ilk processed
Milk contaminated

Cows milked, milk
collected, mixed with
milk from other farms

Hazard NOT inactivated
Com m odity contaminated with the hazard

Milk NOT contaminated
Commodity NOT contaminated with the hazard

Thankyou
Questions or comments?
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